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This paper proposes a spacecraft attitude control technique based on the use of center-of-mass shifting. In
particular, the position vector of the spacecraft’s center of pressure with respect to the center of mass is modified by
shifting masses, which results in a change of the aerodynamic torque vector within the plane perpendicular to the
aerodynamic drag.This results in anunderactuated control system.Toachieve full three-axis stabilization, additional
actuators (either a reaction wheel or a set of magnetic torquers) are considered. An adaptive nonlinear attitude
regulation control law was designed in order to obtain an ideal control torque based on the Lyapunovmethod and its
stability was proven by LaSalle’s invariance principle. The control torque was then allocated to steer three shifting
masses and either a reaction wheel or three magnetic torquers. Numerical simulations are reported, confirming the
analytic results. The proposed method decreases the residual oscillation error typically associated with magnetic
controlled attitude in the presence of residual aerodynamic torque. Therefore, it might contribute to achieve higher
pointing accuracy of small spacecraft in low Earth orbit.
I. Introduction
T YPICAL attitude control systems for orbiting spacecraft arebased on the use of three types of actuators [1]: mass expulsion
devices, angular momentum exchange devices, and magnetic
torquers [2]. Attitude control based upon the exploitation of the
gravity gradient torque has also been studied and used [3], as well as
passive attitude control based upon the exploitation of the residual
aerodynamic torque [3–8].
The active use of the residual aerodynamic drag has been
previously proposed and investigated for attitude maneuvering by
using control surfaces [7,8], for orbital maneuvering [9–16], and for
coupled orbital and attitude maneuvering by using the motion of a
drag sail with regard to the spacecraft main body [17].
Furthermore, the dynamics and control of a spacecraft with
moving masses have been previously extensively investigated. In
particular, [18,19] studied the dynamic modeling of such a system,
and [20] studied its application to orbital control with a focus on
formation flight.
The effects of moving masses on the orientation of a spacecraft
with a solar sail were investigated in [21–24]. In particular, [21]
analyzed the dynamic model of a solar-sail spacecraft including
internalmovingmasses and a gimbaled control boom.Reference [23]
proposed a control system based on a two-axis gimbaled control
boom to counteract the effect of the solar torque. Reference [24]
presented an attitude control system based on two shifting masses for
controlling the pitch and yaw motion of a solar sailcraft.
Another application of internal shiftingmasses regards the attitude
control of spinning spacecraft. In particular, by using one shifting
mass, [25] proposed to control the coning motion of a spinning
spacecraft during orbital transfers; whereas [26,27] showed that a
tumbling motion can be converted into a simple spin. Reference [28]
studied the spinning stabilization of a spacecraft with two shifting
masses driven by a linear quadratic regulator.
The effect of internal mass motion on the spacecraft attitude has
also been considered to model the effect of fuel sloshing [29–31].
Finally, the use of shifting masses has been recently proposed to
control the attitude of small spacecraft. In particular, [32] considered
one shifting mass in a one-unit CubeSat. The nonlinear equations of
motion were derived by using the Lagrangian approach and a linear
controller was designed. Reference [33] considered the effect of two
shifting masses on the orientation of a three-unit CubeSats. Notably,
both [32,33] did not consider the effect of the aerodynamic torque.
Control with moving masses of a spacecraft during reentry has been
previously proposed in [34,35].
This paper proposes, for the first time to the best knowledge of the
authors, to stabilize the attitude of a spacecraft by using shifting
masses to actively control the residual aerodynamic torque. As it is
well known, the aerodynamic torque about the center of mass can be
considered equal to the moment with respect to the spacecraft center
of mass of the residual aerodynamic drag vector as if it was applied to
the center of pressure, which is a point dependent on the geometry
and, in general, on the attitude of the spacecraft. As notionally shown
in Fig. 1a and explained more in detail in the following, by shifting
one mass mi along a straight line with a displacement dri, the
spacecraft center of mass (CM) is shifted along a parallel direction





where M is the total mass of the spacecraft. Consequently, the
positionvector of the spacecraft center of pressure (cp)with respect to
the spacecraft center of mass changes from rcp to r
0
cp  rcp − drCM,
and the aerodynamic torque Taero  rcp × Faero has a variation
dTaero  T 0aero − Taero  r 0cp − rcp × Faero  −drCM × Faero
(2)
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By neglecting aerodynamic lift, atmospheric corotation, thermal
motion, and wind, the aerodynamic drag force Faero is directed
parallel and opposite to the orbital velocity. Therefore, independently
from the direction of the translation axis of mi, the motion of the
shiftingmass can only generate a variation of the aerodynamic torque
on a plane α perpendicular to the aerodynamic force Faero (as
illustrated in Fig. 1b). To span the entire plane α, at least two shifting
masses along two different axes are needed. However, in order to
mitigate the possible occurrence of the direction of one shifting mass
being parallel to the aerodynamic force, three shifting masses along
three different axes are needed in order to ensure the ability of the
control system to generate a torque that spans the entire plane α
independently from the spacecraft attitude.
The exclusive use of shiftingmasseswould lead to an underactuated
system. To achieve full three-axis stabilization, an additional set of
actuators able to generate a torque along the orbital velocity is here
considered (either one reaction wheel or three magnetotorquers).
The control design was conducted in two steps. First, a nonlinear
adaptive control lawwas formulated to stabilize the spacecraft attitude
subjected to ideal actuators (unconstrained and fully actuating torque),
starting from a generic initial condition in terms of the attitude and
initial angular velocity toward a stable condition in which the body-
fixed coordinate system was aligned with the orbital coordinate
system. The designed control law was adaptive with respect to the
position of the spacecraft center of mass, which was assumed to be
unknown. The stability of this nonlinear adaptive control system was
proven by the LaSalle’s invariance principle [36]. Second, a torque
steering logic (or control allocation algorithm)was designed in order to
generate the torque determined by the aforementioned nonlinear
adaptive control law by moving the shifting masses and commanding
the additional actuators (either the reaction wheel or the three
magnetotorquers), and therefore combining the subspace of the
aerodynamic torque modulated by the shifting masses with the
subspace of the torque generated by the other actuators.
During both steps of the control design, the spacecraft center of
pressurewas assumed to be known and not affected by the position of
the shifting masses. The proposed method to exploit the residual
aerodynamic torque to control a spacecraft is particularly
advantageous for small spacecraft (e.g. nanosatellites [37]) and the
proposed use of shifting masses coupled with magnetic control
greatly decrease the residual oscillation error due to underactuation
typically associated with magnetic controlled attitude of small
spacecraft in presence of residual aerodynamic torque [6,37–42].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the model
of the system. Section III presents the design of the adaptive attitude
control law. Section IV introduces the control allocation of the
shifting masses and the additional actuators. Section V reports the
simulation results, and Sec. VI draws the conclusions.
II. System Modeling
A. Coordinate Systems
The following three Cartesian coordinate systems are here used: an
inertial coordinate system (X̂i, Ŷi, Ẑi), an orbital coordinate system
(x̂o, ŷo, ẑo), and a body-fixed coordinate system (x̂b, ŷb, ẑb). (In this
paper, the underlined bold symbol is used to identify a Gibbsian
vector, i.e., a quantity possessing magnitude, direction, and sense. A
nonunderlined bold symbol is instead used to identify the column
matrix of scalar components of a Gibbsian vector in a particular
coordinate system.) The three coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 2.
The inertial coordinate system has its origin in the Earth’s center. The
orbital coordinate system has its origin in the spacecraft’s center of
mass identified by the vectorRCM with respect to the Earth’s center),
with the x̂o axis pointing along the instantaneous orbital velocity, the
ẑo axis pointing toward the nadir, and the ŷo axis completing the right
triad. The body-fixed coordinate system has its origin in a particular
pointA of the spacecraft, as described in Sec. II.C,with the axes being
the principal axes of inertia for that particular point.
The following hypothesis is assumed:
Hypothesis 1:The spacecraft is in a circular orbit around the Earth.
Therefore, the linear velocity νoCM and angular velocity ω
o
oi have
constant magnitude and can be written in scalar components in the
















where RCM is the radius of the orbit, and μ is the gravitational
parameter of the Earth (equal to the gravitational constant times the
Earth’s mass).
a) b)
Fig. 1 Illustration of the basic concept of shifting masses on board a spacecraft in order to change the aerodynamic torque.
Fig. 2 Notional illustration of an orbiting spacecraft with shifting
masses.
































































B. Spacecraft Attitude Kinematics
The orientation of the body-fixed coordinate systems with respect
to the inertial coordinate system can be described by the orientation




















subjected to the constraint
ηTη ξ2  1 (5)
where η ∈ R3 and ξ ∈ R are the imaginary and real parts of the
quaternion q, respectively. The terms (η1η2η3) are the components of
the unit vector η along the eigenaxis of rotation, and ϕ is the
magnitude of the rotation around this vector.




_ξ  − 1
2
ωTη (6)
where ω ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the body-fixed coordinate
systemwith respect to the inertial coordinate system expressed in the
body-fixed coordinate system. The direction cosine matrix (DCM)
Rη; ξbi ∈ R3×3, from the inertial coordinate system to the body-
fixed coordinate system is defined as [45]
Rη; ξbi  ξ2 − ηTηI3×3  2ηηT − 2ξη× (7)
where η× ∈ R3×3 is used to express the cross product in matrix form
η× 
2












The DCM from the inertial to the orbital coordinate system is
defined by
Rηo; ξooi  ξ2o − ηToηoI3×3  2ηoηTo − 2ξoη×o  (10)
The attitude error DCM from the orbital coordinate system to the
body-fixed coordinate system is given by
Rbo  RbiRToi  ξ2e − ηTe ηeI3×3  2ηeηTe − 2ξeη×e  (11)
where
ηe  ξoη − ξηo  η×ηo
ξe  ξξo  ηTηo (12)










Furthermore, it results in
ω  ωbo  Rboωooi (14)
and, by taking the time derivative,
_ω  _ωbo  _Rboωooi  Rbo _ωooi (15)
Because the orbit is circular, the last term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (15) is zero; by taking into account theDarboux theorem, it yields
_ω  _ωbo − ω×boRboωooi (16)
C. Model of the Attitude Dynamics of a Spacecraft with Shifting
Masses
A spacecraft system B having n shifting masses mi with i 
1; : : : ; n is considered. The spacecraft system B can be seen as the
union of two portions: a body B− encompassing the spacecraft body
without the shifting masses, and the set of the n shifting masses (see
Fig. 2). The center of mass of the system portion B− is at CM−,
whereas the center of mass of the whole system B is at the CM.
The following main simplifying hypotheses are assumed:
Hypothesis 2: The body B− is rigid.
Hypothesis 3: Each shifting mass is a point mass.
Hypothesis 4: Each shifting mass can move only along a straight
line relative to the spacecraft body.
Hypothesis 5:ApointA exists that is the intersection of the lines of
motion of the n masses.
Hypothesis 6:The gravitational acceleration is considered uniform
over the spacecraft and equal to the one at the location of the center of
mass of the spacecraft (i.e., the gravity gradient is neglected).
Hypothesis 7: The variation of the dyadic of inertia due to the
change in position of the shifting masses is neglected.
Hypothesis 8:The shiftingmasses’displacement, relative velocity,
and acceleration have relatively small magnitude with respect to the
other characteristic quantity of the system.
The spacecraft mass M can be expressed as




where M− is the mass of the spacecraft portion B−.
The absolute angular momentum vector of the body B− with




r × _r dm 
Z
B−
r × ω × r  JA
B−
⋅ ω (18)
where r is the position vector from pointA to a differential element of
mass dm; the dot symbol over a vector is used to indicate the time
derivative of that vector evaluated in the inertial frame; ω is the







r ⋅ rU−r r dm (19)
is the inertia dyadic of the bodyB− with respect to the point A, where
U is the unit dyadic and r r indicates a dyad (see, for instance, [45]
p. 419). In writing Eq. (18), it has been taken into account that
_r  r∘  ω × r (20)
where the circle symbol over a vector is used to indicate the time
derivative of that vector evaluated in the spacecraft-body-fixed frame.
Notably, r
∘  0 because of Hypothesis 2.
The absolute angular momentum vector of the set of shifting
masses with respect to point A is, by definition ([45] p. 409),



































































ri ×mi _ri 
Xn
i1
ri ×mi _ri 
Xn
i1




ri ×ω × ri (21)
where it has been taken into account that
Xn
i1
ri ×mi _ri  0
because the vectors r and r are parallel in accordance with
Hypothesis 4.
Therefore, by taking into account Eqs. (18) and (21), the absolute
momentum of the entire spacecraftBwith respect to pointA results in







ri ⋅ riU − riri (23)
is the inertia dyadic of the entire spacecraft with respect to A.
The vectorial equation of rotational motion of the system can be
written as ([45] p. 410)
_ΓA  TA M RA × rCM (24)
where RA is the position vector of point A with respect to any
inertially fixed point (in particular, e.g., the Earth’s center), and TA is
themoment resultant with respect toA of all differential forces acting
on the system.
Without losing generality, it is possible to write that (see Fig. 2)
RA  RCM − rCM → RA  RCM − rCM (25)
Furthermore, it is
M RCM  F (26)
where F is the force resultant of all external forces applied to the
system.
It is useful to write
F  Fgravity  Fother (27)
TA  TAgravity  TAother (28)
where the subindex gravity is used to indicate the actions resultant of
the gravitational attraction, and the subindex other is used to indicate
all other external resultant actions.















By substituting Eqs. (25–30) into Eq. (24), the vectorial equation
of rotational motion for system B becomes
_ΓATAotherFother × rCM −MrCM × rCM (31)
From Eq. (22), by taking into account that _JA  0 because of
Hypothesis 7, it yields









By introducing Eqs. (32) and (33) into Eq. (31) and by taking into
account that, because of Hypothesis 8, it is possible to neglect the
term MrCM × rCM [23,24], the vector equation of motion finally
becomes









By projecting all dyadics and vectors along the body-fixed
coordinate system, vectorial equation (34) can be written in the
following equivalent matrix form, which will be used for further
development in the next sections of the paper:











where J is indicating the inertia matrix with respect to A, and the
other symbols have obvious meaning.
Equation (35) describes the system’s dynamics and the coupling
effect of the external forces related to the positions of the shifting
masses.
D. Model of Aerodynamic Force and Torque on a Spacecraft with
Shifting Masses
The following hypotheses are assumed:
Hypothesis 9:The spacecraft boundary is convex and composed of
flat faces.
Hypothesis 10: The aerodynamic lift, atmospheric corotation,
thermal motion, and wind are neglected.
Then, based on the results in [46], the column matrix of scalar
components in the body-fixed coordinate system of the aerodynamic
force over each of the p flat faces of area Si ∈ R of the spacecraft can




CDρhkvs∕ck2n̂Ti v̂s∕cv̂s∕cSi; for  1; 2; : : : ; p (36)
where CD ∈ R is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, and n̂i ∈ R3 is
the outward normal direction to the ith surface in body-fixed
coordinate system. The atmospheric density, indicated by ρh, is a
function of the altitude [47]. The spacecraft velocity in the body-fixed
coordinate system, denoted by v̂s∕c ∈ R3, is given by
By defining







CDρkvs∕ck2; and χi  n̂Ti vs∕c (38)
Equation (36) can be written more compactly as
Fdi  kdχiv̂s∕cSi; for i  1; 2; : : : ; p (39)
Assume the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 11: The aerodynamic force and moment are the only
external disturbance actions acting on the spacecraft.
































































Then, it results in









where the function δi is defined as
δi:

δi  1; χi > 0
δi  0; χi ≤ 0 (41)
If χi ≤ 0, the ith side is shadowed with respect to the relative
residual-atmosphere flow; therefore, it does not contribute to the
aerodynamic force.
Furthermore, the aerodynamicmomentwith respect toA due to the
distributed aerodynamic forces acting on the surface of the spacecraft
results in









where rcpi ∈ R
3 indicates the columnmatrix of scalar components in
the body-fixed coordinate system of the position vector of the center
of pressure of the ith face with respect to A (e.g., equivalent to the
geometric center for rectangular surfaces).
Alternatively to Eq. (42) the aerodynamic moment of the
distributed aerodynamic forces with respect to A can be expressed as
the moment with respect to A of the total aerodynamic force passing
through the overall center of pressure of the spacecraft, i.e., as
TAaero  r×cpFaero (43)
where rcp ∈ R3 indicates the column matrix of scalar components of
the position vector of the overall center of pressure with respect to A.
By substituting the expression of TAaero from Eq. (43) into Eq. (42),






By substituting Eqs. (40) and (42) into Eq. (35), the equations of
motions become
J  −ω×Jω τCM−  τM  τcp (45)






































τcp  TAaero  kdr×cpν̂s∕c (46)










and where τCM− indicates the column matrix of the portion of the
aerodynamic moment with respect to A, which is dependent on the
position of the pointCM−, which is considered to be unknown and it
is not a function of the position of the shifting masses. Furthermore,
τM indicates the column matrix of the portion of the aerodynamic
moment with respect to A, which is dependent on the position of the
shifting masses. Finally, τcp indicates the column matrix of scalar
components of the portion of the aerodynamic moment with respect
to A, which is dependent on the position of the center of pressure,
which is a function of the orientation of the spacecraft through the
values of χi and δi, but it is not a function of the position of the shifting
masses.
Notably, τcp is the aerodynamic moment with respect to A due to
the aerodynamic force considered passing through the center of
pressure, whereas τCM− and τM are the aerodynamic moment with
respect toA due to the aerodynamic force considered passing through
the spacecraft center of mass, and they are present in the equations of
motions because of the (here) convenient choice of considering the
pole of the angular momentum to be in A.
From the second equation in Eq. (46), it is clear that the
aerodynamic moment τM is a function of the cross product between
the position of the shifting masses and the orbital velocity vector.
Therefore, τM is always on a plane perpendicular to the orbital
velocity vector. Therefore, additional actuators are needed in order to
generate a component of control torque along the orbital velocity
vector, and thus to achieve full control of the spacecraft attitude.
III. Design of Ideal Control Torque Based on Nonlinear
Adaptive Regulation Law
The control design is divided into two steps. First, an ideal control
torque with respect to A, named τt ∈ R3 and spanning the three-
dimensional space, is considered instead of the torque τM, which only
spans a plane perpendicular to the orbital velocity. A control law is
designed in this section for the ideal control torque; its stability is
proven, and its convergence properties are studied.
Second, through a control allocation algorithm, the ideal control
torque is generated by steering the shifting masses and additional
actuators (either one reaction wheel or three magnetic torquers), as
explained in Sec. IV.
By substituting τM with τt, Eq. (45) becomes
J  −ω×Jω τCM−  τt  τcp (48)
The design is here described of a nonlinear adaptive regulation
control law to ensure the closed-loop stability for a spacecraft system
having dynamics governed byEq. (48) and driven by the ideal control
torque τt. The control aims to regulate the attitude of the spacecraft
toward the condition qe   0 0 0 T , i.e., the nadir-pointing
condition with the body coordinate system superimposed to the
orbital coordinate system, with ωbo  0. The authors have
previously used a similar nonlinear adaptive control design for the
automatic mass balance of a spacecraft three-axis simulator [48].
An adaptive control law is desired to handle the fact that the
position rCM− of the center of mass of the spacecraft portion B
−
(spacecraft without the shiftingmasses) is considered to be unknown,
By defining the unknown parameter to be Θ  rCM− , the portion of
the aerodynamic moment influenced by the position of CM− can be
rewritten as [see Eq. (46)]
τCM−  KCM−−v̂×s∕crCM−   ΦΘ
where it is defined as
Φqe  −KCM− − v̂×s∕c (49)
Let Θ̂ (t) be the estimation of the unknown parameterΘ, and let ~Θ
(t) be the estimation error, i.e.,
~Θt  Θ − Θ̂t (50)
Notably, it is
~Θ  −Θ̂ (51)
































































ByusingEqs. (14) and (16), Eq. (48) can be expressed as a function




where it has been defined as ωoi  Rboωooi.
By combining Eqs. (52) and (13), the system dynamics and










The state vector for the system can be defined as
X  ξe − 1; ηe;ωbo; ~ΘT (54)
To design the state feedback control and the adaptive law for Θ̂ to
drive the state vector to the conditionX0  0; 0; 0; 0T , the following






~ΘT ~Θ kqηTe ηe  kqξe − 12




where kq is a positive constant, and KJ ∈ R is a constant such that
KJ > λmaxJ (56)
Because J is symmetric and positive definite, the following
relationship holds:
λminJkωoik2 ≤ ωToiJωoi ≤ λmaxJkωoik2 (57)






KJ − λmaxJkωoik2 > 0; ∀ ωoi ∈ R3
From here, it is easy to see that V (X) defined in Eq. (55) is strictly
positive for all X ≠ X0.
Taking the time derivative of V (X) along the system’s trajectory
leads to
_Vt  ωTboJ _ωbo  ~ΘT ~Θ 2kqηTe _ηe  2kqξe − 1_ξ− ωoiTJ _ωoi
(58)
where it has been taken into account that the magnitude of the vector
angular velocity ωoi of the orbital frame with respect to the inertial
frame is a constant because of Hypothesis 1 and Eq. (3).
By using the first equation of Eqs. (53), Eq. (58) becomes
_Vt  ωTboJω×boωoi − ωbo  ωoi × Jωbo  ωoi ΦΘ
 τt  τcp  : : :
: : :  ~ΘT ~Θ
⋅
 2kqηTe _ηe  2kqξe − 1_ξe − ωoiTJ _ω (59)




Rb0ωooi  Rb0ωooi  Rb0ωooi  −ω×boRboωooi
 −ω×boωoi (60)
Therefore, by considering Eq. (60) and the invariance of the scalar
triple product to a circular per mutation of the terms, the third term of
Eq. (59) becomes
−ωoiTJ _ωoi  ωoiTJω×boωoi  JωoiTω×boωoi
 ωTboω×boJωoi (61)
Furthermore, by taking into account thatωTbo ωbo × •  0 for an
arbitrary • ∈ R3 and that the invariance of the scalar triple product is
ωTboω×boJωbo  JωboTω×boωoi  ωTboJω×boωoi (62)





By substituting Eqs. (63) and (61) into Eq. (59), the time derivative
of the Lyapunov function along the system trajectories becomes
_Vt  ωTboΦΘ  ωTboτt  τcp ΘT _~Θ 2kqηeT _ηe
 2kqξe − 1_ξe (64)
Finally, by substituting Eq. (50) into Eq. (64) and rearranging the
terms, it yields
_Vt  ωTboΦΘ̂ ωTboτt  τcp
 ~ΘTΦTωbo  _~Θ 2kqηTe _ηe  2kqξe − 1_ξe (65)
Let the candidate adaptation law for the estimated parameter be
_̂Θ  ΦTωbo (66)
and the candidate control law for the ideal control torque be
τt  −τcp − kqηe − kωωbo −ΦΘ̂ (67)
where kω ∈ R is a positive constant. Notably, this control law
incorporates τcp, which depends on the known geometric properties
of the satellites surfaces and on the current attitude of the spacecraft
through the terms χi and δi [see Eq. (44)].
By substituting into Eq. (65) the expression of _ηe and _ξe given by
Eq. (13), of
_̂Θ given byEq. (66), and of τt given byEq. (67), aswell as
















which is negative semidefinite for all values ofX ≠ 0 but not negative
definite because it is _Vt  0 for ωbo  0 and any values of the
variables that do not appear in the expression of _Vt. Therefore,
because of Lyapunov’s stability theorem (theorem 4.1 in [36]), the
equilibrium point X  0 is stable.
To analyze the convergence properties, let us consider the closed
set Ω  fX ∈ RnjVX ≤ cg, for a generic c > 0. Because VX is
radially unbounded (that is, VX → ∞ as kXk → ∞), the set Ω is
bounded for all positive c. Therefore, Ω is compact. Furthermore, as
































































_VX ≤ 0 for all X ∈ Ω, the set Ω is positively invariant. Therefore,
all trajectories of the closed-loop system are bounded.
Moreover, by LaSalle’s invariance principle (theorem 4.4 in [36]),
all solutions starting in Ω will globally converge to the largest
invariant set contained in the set E of all points inΩwhere _Vt  0.
Because of Eq. (68),E is the set of state variable valueswithωbo  0,
i.e.,
E ≜ f _Vt  0g  fX ∈ Ωj _Vηe; ξe − 1;ωbo; ~Θ  0g
 fX ∈ Ωjωbo  0g (69)
The LaSalle invariance principle then ensures that
limt→∞ωbot  0
It now remains to analyze the system behavior in the largest
invariant set contained in E. In setE, the closed-loop dynamics can be
obtained by substituting the adaptation law of Eq. (66), the control
law of Eq. (67), and the defining conditionωbo  0 of set E as given
by Eq. (69) into the system dynamics equations [Eq. (53)], which
lead to
0  J−1−ω×oiJωoi Φ ~Θ − kqηe
_ηe  0
_ξe  0 (70)
The immediate solutions of the second and third equations of
Eqs. (70) are ηe  η 0e and ξe  ξ 0e, where η 0e ∈ R3 contains three
generic scalar constants and ξ 0e ∈ R is another generic scalar
constant. Therefore, in set E, the spacecraft remains at rest with
respect to the orbital coordinate system because the quaternion
components are constant.
Furthermore, all of the terms within the parentheses in the first
equation of Eq. (70) are constant. Indeed, besides the components of
ηe, the components of ~Θ are also constant, as immediately results
from Eqs. (51) and (66). Also, the term ω×oiJωoi is constant, as
ωoi  Rboωooi and Rbo  Rboη 0e; ξ 0e is a constant matrix. Finally,
inE,Φ given byEq. (49) is a constantmatrix since inE the spacecraft
attitude with respect to the orbital frame is constant.
Notably, the first equation of Eq. (70) implies that, in set E, the





where Ke ∈ R3 contains three generic scalar constants. The
constraint on the norm of the quaternion yields
ξ2e  1 −
 1kq Ke
2 (72)
Therefore, as kq → ∞, kηek → 0, and ξe → 1. In other words, as
the constant gain kq increases, qe → 0T  1T : both of which
solutions represent the condition of superposition of the body-fixed
and the orbital coordinate systems (nadir-pointing orientation).
In conclusion, the adaptive control law [Eqs. (66) and (67)] ensures
that all trajectories are globally bounded and that
limt→∞ωbot  0
and the final attitude error can bemade arbitrarily small by choosing a
sufficiently large kq.
IV. Allocation of the Control Torque to the Actuators
As explained in Sec. II, the shifting masses can only generate a
vectorial component of torque that lies on the plane perpendicular to
the orbital velocity vector. Thus, when the satellite body-fixed
coordinate is aligned with the orbital coordinate system, only the
pitch and yaw axes can be controlled by moving the shifting masses
positions, and no control torque is available about the roll axis.
Therefore, additional actuators are needed in order to generate a
vectorial component of the torque parallel to the orbital velocity
vector and achieve a control torque vector spanning three
dimensions. Two cases are here considered. In the first case, the
shifting masses are augmented by one reaction wheel along the
nominal roll axis. In the second case, the shifting masses are
augmented by threemagnetic torquers. In each of these two cases, the
ideal control torque τt can be allocated to the available actuators as
determined here in the following.
From now on, the following hypothesis is considered holding:
Hypothesis 12: The spacecraft has a parallepipedal shape (i.e., six
flat faces).
A. Case 1: Control Allocation to Three Shifting Masses and One Re-
action Wheel
We will now consider a spacecraft with three shifting masses and
one reaction wheel. It is assumed that the three shifting masses have
the same massmp and that they can translate along the three axes of
the body-fixed coordinate system. The reaction wheel is considered
as having its rotation axis alignedwith the x̂b axis, as shown in Fig. 3.
The positions of the three shifting masses can be represented by the
following column matrix rm ∈ R3 having as elements the scalar




















Consequently, the torque acting on the spacecraft due to the
residual atmosphere is given by Eq. (46) with p  6. The ideal
control torque τt given by the control law in Eq. (67) has to be
allocated to the three shifting masses and the reaction wheel.
Therefore, it is assumed to be
τt  τM  τW (74)
where the vector τW represents the torque provided by the
reaction wheel.
Notably, the torque generated by the shifting masses τM shall
always be confined to the plane perpendicular to the velocity vector
v̂s∕c in order to respect the existing physical constraint.
To obtain the expression of the torque generated by the reaction
wheel, the angular momentum of the wheel needs to be taken into
account The angular momentum of the wheel pertaining to the
angular velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the inertial frame is
Fig. 3 Spacecraft system with three shifting masses and one reaction
wheel.
































































assumed included in the term ΓAB− : analogously to the common
practice of modeling spacecraft with reaction wheels (see, for
instance, [1]). Furthermore, the relative angular momentum of the
wheel pertaining to the angular velocity of the wheel with respect to
the spacecraft-fixed frame can be expressed as
ΓW  J 0∕Ω (75)
where J 0 ∈ R is the moment of inertia of the wheel rotor about the
rotation axis, and Ω is the angular velocity vector of the wheel rotor
with respect to the spacecraft. Because the reaction wheel’s rotation
axis is aligned with the body axis x̂b, it is
Ω  Ωx̂b (76)
By addingΓW fromEq. (75) into the right-hand side of Eq. (22), by
taking the time derivative, and by expressing all of the terms in
components along the body-fixed coordinate system, the dynamic of
the system with the reaction wheel can be written as
J _ω  − _ω × Jω τCM −τM  τcp  τW (77)
where the only difference with respect to Eq. (45) is the addition on
the right-hand side of the column matrix τW ∈ R3 of components
along the body-fixed coordinate system of the torque generated by
the reactionwheel, which is composed by thewheel acceleration term
and by the gyroscopic effect of the wheel angular momentum when
moving attached to the spacecraft body at the same absolute angular
velocity of the spacecraft and is expressed by
τW  −J 0∕ _Ωx̂b − ω × J 0Ωx̂ (78)
To achieve the control allocation of the ideal control torque τt, it is
convenient to decompose the ideal torque into the two vectorial
components τt⊥ and τtk , which are orthogonal and parallel,
respectively, to the orbital velocity vector v̂s∕c. Analogously, the
reaction wheel torque τW is decomposed into τW⊥ and τWk . The
geometrical representation of torque decomposition is shown
in Fig. 4.
By expressing all vectors in scalar components along the body-
fixed coordinate system, it yields
τt  τt⊥  τtk ; τW  τW⊥  τWk (79)
with
v̂Ts∕cτt⊥  0; v̂Ts∕cτW⊥  0 (80)
and
v̂×s∕cτtk  0; v̂×s∕cτWk  0 (81)
By defining the projection operator
Pqe  I3×3 − v̂s∕cv̂s∕cT  (82)
it yields, alternatively,
τt⊥  Pqeτt; τtk  v̂s∕cv̂Ts∕cτt (83)
and
τW⊥  PqeτW; and τWk  v̂s∕cv̂Ts∕cτW (84)
The torque τtk has to be allocated solely to the reaction wheel
because the reaction wheel is the only actuator capable of generating
a torque along the direction of the velocity (notably though, in
general, although the reaction wheel is generating the component of
torque parallel to vs∕c, it is also generating a component
perpendicular to it). Therefore, it yields
τtk  τWk → v̂s∕cv̂Ts∕cτt  v̂s∕cv̂Ts∕cτW → v̂Ts∕cτt  v̂Ts∕cτW
(85)
that, by taking into account Eq. (78), leads to
v̂Ts∕cτt  −J 0∕ _Ωv̂xs∕c − ωzJ 0∕Ωv̂ys∕c  ωyJ 0∕Ωv̂zs∕c (86)
from which the wheel acceleration _Ω is obtained that is needed to
generate the requested torque:
_Ω  − 1
J 0v̂xs∕c
v̂Ts∕cτt  ωzJ 0∕Ωv̂ys∕c − ωyJ 0Ωv̂zs∕c (87)
By substituting Eq. (87) into Eq. (78), the reaction wheel torque
required to generate the component of control torque parallel to the
spacecraft velocity is given as a function of the angular velocity of the
spacecraft with respect to the inertial frame, the spacecraft velocity
vector, and the reaction wheel’s angular velocity.
Once the torque τW has been determined, the torque that the
shiftingmasses need to generate is then givenby τM  τt − τW. It can
be shown that the torque τM computed in this manner always belongs
to the plane orthogonal to v̂s∕c. In fact,
v̂Ts∕cτM  v̂Ts∕cτt − τW  v̂Ts∕cτt⊥  τtk − τW⊥ − τWtk 
 v̂Ts∕cτt⊥ − τW⊥  0 (88)
This confirms that τM is orthogonal to v̂Ts∕c ∀ t.
To steer the positions of the shifting masses identified by the
columnmatrix rm, the torque τM needs to bemapped to rm, according
to the following equation, obtained by substituting Eq. (73) into the





Because the matrix v̂s∕ct× is skew symmetric, and therefore
singular, rm cannot be directly found by inverting v̂s∕ct× in solving
Eq. (89). However, due to Eq. (88), the control torque τM is
guaranteed to be in the range space of v̂s∕ct× for all t, so that Eq. (89)




(90)Fig. 4 Decomposition of the ideal control torque and the reaction wheel
torque.
































































In fact, by substituting Eq. (90) into Eq. (89), and by using
the condition v̂s∕c ⊥ τM ∀ t from Eq. (88) together with the
property relating vector product to dot product [a×b×c 
baTc − caTb], it yields
τM  −mpKCM−





c) Shifting masses’ torque output
e) Shifting masses’ speed
g) Reaction wheel’s angular acceleration h) Reaction wheel’s total torque
f) Shifting masses’ accelerations
d) Shifting masses’ positions
b) Angular velocity    bo
Fig. 5 Case 1: three-axis stabilization with three shifting masses and one reaction wheel.
































































B. Case 2: Control Allocation to Three Shifting Masses and Three
Magnetic Torquers
In this section, the shifting masses control system is coupled with
three magnetic torquers. The torque generated by magnetic actuators
can be expressed as
τB  −B×d (92)
where B is the column matrix of scalar components in the body-
fixed coordinate system of the local Earth’s magnetic field, and d is
the columnmatrix of the three magnetic dipole moments (assuming
that the three magnetic torquers are mounted along the body-fixed
coordinate system axes). The ideal control torque τt given by the
control law in Eq. (67) has to be allocated to the three shifting
masses and the three magnetic torquers. Therefore, it is assumed
to be
τt  τM  τB (93)
where the vector τB represents the torque provided by the magnetic
torquers.
As a consequence of Eq. (92), the torque that can be generated by
using magnetic actuators is always perpendicular to the Earth’s
magnetic field.
Nevertheless, with the exception of when the velocity of the
spacecraft is parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field, a three-
dimensional torque can be generated by combining the torque
generated by the magnetic torquers and by the shifting masses.
For the purpose of allocating the designed ideal torque tomagnetic
and shifting mass actuators, the control torque can be decomposed as
follows:
τt  τt⊥B  τtkB ; B̂
Tτt⊥B  0; B̂
×τtkB  0
Furthermore, the vector τM can be decomposed as
τM  τM⊥B  τMkB ; B̂
TτM⊥B  0; B̂
×τMkB  0 (94)
Because the three shifting masses are the only actuators that are
able to generate a torque along the magnetic field, the scalar
projection of τM along the magnetic field must be identical to τtkB .
This condition leads to
τMkB  τtkB ⇒ τTMB̂B̂  τTt B̂B̂ → τTMB̂  τTt B̂ (95)
From Eq. (95), it is possible to find the following solution for τM,






It is immediate to verify that the τM given by Eq. (96) satisfies
Eq. (95) and, for the property of the projection operator [see Eq. (82)],
yields v̂Ts∕cτM  0.
Once τM is found, the shiftingmasses position can be computed by
using Eq. (90) as before.
Remark 1:Equation (96) has a singularitywhen PqeτkBB̂  0.
This case appears only when the plane orthogonal to the velocity
vector and the plane orthogonal to the magnetic field are aligned, i.e.,
v̂s∕c ≡ B̂. In this case, from Eq. (96), kτMk → ∞ that, because of
Eq. (90) implies that kτmk → ∞.
After τM is computed, the magnetic torque can be determined by
using Eq. (93) as




It is immediate to see τB is always orthogonal to B as physically
required because
BTτB  BTτt − τM  BTτt⊥B − τM⊥B   0 (98)
Once the control system computes the required control torque, the
dipole d cannot be directly calculated by inverting the matrix [−B×]
in Eq. (92) because [−B×] is always singular. However, due to the
property in Eq. (98), the required magnetic control torque τB is
guaranteed to be in the range of [−B×] so that Eq. (92) always has a




In fact, by substituting Eq. (99) into Eq. (92), and by using the
















τt; krmk∞ ≤ rmax
rmax
krmk∞
τt; krmk∞ > rmax
(101)
where rmax is the maximum linear displacement of each of the
shifting masses and krmk∞  maxfr1; r2; r3g, it is ensured that the
shifting masses can generate the requested torque.
V. Numerical Experiments
In this section, the results of numerical simulations are presented
for the two attitude control methods introduced in previous sections.
The scenario used for these simulations considers a 30 by 10 by 10 cm
spacecraft (three-unit CubeSat) with a total mass M  4.2 kg.
The spacecraft is equipped with three shifting masses, all of equal
mass mp  0.3 kg. The spacecraft has an inertia matrix
J  diag0.032; 0.0416; 0.013 kg ⋅m2, and r  2 2 2T ⋅ 10−3
m. The spacecraft’s orbital altitude is h  350 km and its inclination
is i  88 deg. The orbital period is To  5492.1 s. The initial
quaternion and angular velocity with respect to the orbital
Fig. 6 Case 1: pointing error for different values of kq.
































































coordinate system are qe   0.812 0.178 0.301 0.467 T , and
ωbo  2.741 –0.4 1.735T ⋅ 10–3 rad∕s, respectively. The feed-
back control gains are kq  1.05 ⋅ 10−5 and kω  1.5 ⋅ 10−5. The
simulations were performed inMATLAB® and Simulink® R2012b.
The numerical integrator used was the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
with a fixed time step of Ts  0.01 s.
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a) Attitude qe b) Angular velocity    bo
c) Shifting masses’ torque output d) Shifting masses’ positions
e) Shifting masses’ speed
g) Magnetic torquers’ dipole h) Magnetic torquers’s torque
f) Shifting masses’ accelerations
Fig. 7 Case 2: three-axis stabilization with three shifting masses and three magnetic torquers.
































































A. Simulation Results: Case 1: Spacecraft with Three Shifting Masses
and One Reaction Wheel
For these simulations, one reaction wheel is considered present
along the x axis of the body-fixed coordinate system with
J 0  1 ⋅ 10−5 kg ⋅m2. The simulations results of the numerical
simulations performed for the three-axis stabilization are shown in
Fig. 5. In particular, the plots of the attitude and angular velocity,
reported in Figs. 5a and 5b, show that the system is able to
successfully achieve three-axis stabilization in less than 15 orbits
under the control laws in Eqs. (87) and (90). In particular, as shown
analytically in Sec. III, ωbo → 0, and qe → 0; 1T .
The torque output due to the shifting of the masses is
represented in Fig. 5c, whereas the positions of the masses
during the maneuver are shown in Fig. 5d. During the maneuver,
all the three masses change their positions in order to generate
the required torque. As expected, once the system has achieved
the required attitude, the mx mass stays at the origin because it
cannot generate a torque because the x axis is aligned with the
velocity vector and the cross product between the velocity vector
and the vector representing the position of the mx mass is zero.
The masses my and mz converge to a constant position such that
they compensate for the constant torque generated by the
position of CM−. For this reason, both the velocities and linear
acceleration of the shifting masses converge to zero, as shown in
Figs. 5e and 5f, respectively.
Figures 5g and 5h show that the reaction wheel generates a torque
only during the maneuvering. When the system is aligned with the
required attitude, the aerodynamic drag does not generate a torque
along the roll axis. Thus, the reactionwheel is not used to compensate
any torque along this direction; consequently, _Ω → 0.
In Sec. III, it has been proved analytically that the final attitude
error can bemade arbitrarily small by increasing the value of kq. This
conclusion is confirmed by the simulation results presented in Fig. 6,
where the time history of the final attitude error is shown for four
different values of kq. The scalar representing the final attitude error
in Fig. 6 is defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of the
roll, pitch, and yaw angle errors. It is evident that the final attitude
error decreases as the value of kq increases.
B. Simulation Results: Case 2: Spacecraft with Three Shifting Masses
and Three Magnetic Torquers
In the numerical simulations reported in this section, the spacecraft
is considered equipped with three shifting masses and three
orthogonal magnetic torquers. The physical parameters and initial
conditions used in these simulations are the same as in the previous
section.
As shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, the spacecraft is able to achieve the
required orientation in less than 15 orbits, and ωbo → 0, and
qe → 0T; 1T . Figures 7c and 7d show the time history of the shifting
masses torque output and positions. Also, in this case during the
stabilization, all the shifting masses change their positions in order to
stabilize the satellite. Once the stabilization is achieved, the shifting
mass mx does not move because no torque can be generated by
moving the shifting mass along the direction of the velocity vector.
Instead, the other two masses (my and mz) that are orthogonal to the
velocity vector keep on oscillating, even when the satellite has
achieved the required orientation. This is due to the fact that the
direction of the Earth’s orbital magnetic field in the body-fixed
coordinate system changes during the orbit. Therefore, the allocation
of the required torque between themagnetic actuators and the shifting
masses keep changing (see Figs. 7e–7h). As is shown in Fig. 8a, the
residual errors on pitch, roll, and yaw angle all converge to small
constants; in accordance with the analysis in Sec. III, the constant
residual errors can be made smaller by increasing kq.
The advantage of adding shifting masses to magnetic torquers is
particularly evident at lower altitude. Figure 8b shows a comparison
between a standard magnetic control and shifting masses plus
magnetic control. To compare the performance of the twomethods at
various altitudes, the difference in the final attitude error has been
evaluated as







refers to the final attitude error with a







the final attitude error with magnetic control plus shifting masses. As
shown in Fig. 8b, the use of shifting masses largely reduces the
attitude error at lower altitudes. At higher altitudes, the atmospheric
density decreases; consequently, the effect of the aerodynamic torque
decreases. At altitudes greater then 600 km, according to the
simulations, there is no improvement with respect to the standard
magnetic attitude control.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, a method is presented of using shifting masses to
achieve three-axis stabilization by variating the aerodynamic torque.
Because the torque generated by shifting masses is constrained on
a plane perpendicular to the orbital velocity vector, an additional set
of actuators (either one reaction wheel or three magnetic torquers) is
considered to achieve full actuation.
To design a control algorithm that achieves three-axis stabilization,
a two-step process is used. First, an ideal control torque is designed
based on an adaptive nonlinear feedback control. The stability of the
closed-loop system is demonstrated through aLyapunovmethod, and
its convergence is analyzed throughLaSalle’s invariance principle. In
the second step, the designed ideal torque is allocated to three shifting
masses and to either one reaction wheel or three magnetic torquers.
a) b)
Fig. 8 Case 2: a) pointing error for different values of kq, and b) performance comparison (difference in the residualmaximumpointing error) between a
magnetic control with only magnetic torquers and the one of case 2 including shifting masses and magnetic control.
































































The control allocation algorithm ensures that the torque assigned to
different actuators can be physically generated.
The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated through
numerical simulations. In particular, we consider a spacecraft on a
circular orbit at 350 km of altitude, where the major disturbance
torque is typically the aerodynamic drag. The spacecraft needs to
perform a three-axis stabilization beginning from a generic
orientation. Two numerical examples are presented: one using three
shifting masses and one reaction wheel, and the other using three
shifting masses and three magnetic torquers. In both cases, the
numerical simulation results confirm the analytic results regarding
the stability and convergence of the proposed control law.
The proposed method to exploit the residual aerodynamic torque
to control a spacecraft is particularly advantageous for small
spacecraft (e.g., nanosatellites), where the limited power, size, and
inertia restrict the ability of the attitude control system to overcome
the external disturbances torques. Notably, the proposed use of
shifting masses coupled with magnetic control greatly decreases the
residual oscillation error due to underactuation typically associated
with the magnetic-controlled attitude of small spacecraft in the
presence of residual aerodynamic torque [6,43–48]. Therefore, using
center-of-mass shifting in combination with magnetic control might
enable higher pointing accuracy for three-axis stabilization of small
spacecraft in low Earth orbit.
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